
stuffs', In confirmation of this, on the mountains' N slopes one can admire larch
forests reaching as far N as the 46th parallel. Ofcourse, we must take the name by the
Mongolian tandards, considering that this is really a semi-desert country with a few
wooded acreages which occupy a mere 9'6% of its tOtal superficial area, The
mountains' highest peak is the slightly glaciated Otgon Tenger which reaches 4031 m,
It is likely that its summit was climbed by members of a Czech expedition of 1971,
During recent years there have been various expeditions in action in this range,
including some geographical expeditions from Poland, but vast stretches of the area
remain unexplored and unfamiliar to foreigners, To the E, at the foot of the
mountains there are the ruins of the ancient town of Karakorum, Mongolia's
histOrical capital dating back to the 13th century,

Ascents of the higher, glacier-covered peaks of Mongolia are not hard as to the
technical difficulties of climbing involved. They do however require that full
climbing gear be employed when tackling them. Their grade of difficulty and
standard are equal to so called 'via normale' routes leading on to many popular
Alpine peaks like Mont Blanc or the Grossglocknel'.

Despite the occurrence of some sedimentary rocks and dolomites in some areas of
the country no caves or potholes have been reported as yet but the speleological
societies seem lO be encouraged as much by the promising geological arrangement as
by a fact that in the Mongolian language there exists a word 'aguj' meaning a cave.

Footnote 1 - The Yeti-not a Snowman: in some surveys of the evidence for the
yeti's existence and likely identity some scientists point out that the misleadingly
named 'abominable snowman' is not a creature of the 'nows at all, but should be
looked for in the dense H imalayan forests, which could SUppOrl it.

The ladder of life

John S. Whyte

ome time ago r was asked to give a talk to a mountaineering association and the
theme suggested to me was 'What the mountains mean to mc', The date suggested
for the talk was many months ahead and not wishing to seem churlish to the President
I of course agreed and put the matter out of my mind, There followed a period of
many months of masterly inactivity as r followed the well tried axiom of never putting
off until tOmorrow what onc can put off until next month. It was only when a
telephone call from the Secretary reminded me of the imminence of the meeting that I
gave thought to my task, and realised how rash I had been to accept the invitation so
readily, A philosophical discourse on such a personal subject eemed guaranteed to
send my audience to sleep, Salvation for mc, and interest for my audience, came
from the well tried expedient of an adequate selection of pictures to illustrate my
thoughts, showing the mountains and mountain people in their many different
moods,
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Alas, I never learn. Too easily I agreed to prepare an article for the AJ on a similar
theme. After all, the Editor's deadline was very many months away so there was
plenty of time to prepare it. But procrastination triumphed over good intentions and
the deadline is upon me, forcing my attention to the task. Sadly, since the Editor
refuses to allow me to publish 150 illustrations to make my points for me I must rely
upon my words alone; at least, however, there is consolation in the fact that the
author of the written word is spared the indignity of observing his audience asleep.

As I thought around the subject it became clear to me that the meaning of the hills
was essentially a very personal matter. 'there are so many facets that perhaps for
everyone the answer is different. Whilst for many of us the broad themes will be
shared certainly the nuances will be very individual. The urge to go into the hills is
certainly not so simply explained as in the grossly over-quoted cliche of George
Mallory.

Perhaps the quintessence of it is summed up by poetry. It is the poetry of
movement, of sound and sight and scent, of companionship. What better way then
than to ask a Scottish poet, Douglas Fraser, to start us on our journey.

IN THE NORTH-WEST

Look where the road, a spring uncoiling,
Leads to the landscape of delight;
Follow beyond the lonely shieling
The heron's heavy flight.

White on the lochan's peat-stained water
Wilxen lily petals gleam;
Safe in the reeds around its border
Brown trout lurk and dream.

Sheer from the moor the mountain rises,
Corrie and crag and stumbling scree;
Clear from its crest the eagle gazes
Westward to the sea.

Across the shoreline softly shading
Blue to green to dazzling white
On palest sand where surf is sliding
The landscape of delight.

For many of us the Scottish hills have been a never failing source ofdelight and joy.
Whether it be the alpine scenery on either hand as one climbs the Tower Ridge in
winter, the sweep of the panorama from the summit of the Ben on a clear evening, the
exhilaration of successfully navigating through a Cairngorm white-out and coming
down into the right valley, or the majestic sight ofa golden eagle seen from the Cuillin
Ridge. What variety, what richness ofexperience, what memories has Scotland given
us.

But although it was on the British hills that most of us made our first forays into the
mountains it is to the Alps that we quickly turned. For me, even after 40 years, every
alpine start has its renewed magic. The night before the climb, the overcrowded,
overheated hut, and then sleep coming fitfully, if at all, with thoughts of the morrow
filling one's mind. Geoffrey Winthrop Young's advice to 'start if you can see one star'
is sound, but one remembers even more those icy cold clear mornings, moonless,
when a million million stars filled the heavens above in a manner that the town
dweller never sees. Ahead, high up on the moraine, a row of dancing fireflies reveals
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how far ahead the early taners have gOt, and the stead crunch of boots and the rattle
of the odd Slone is the only indicalion of onc's companions' presence as each moves
forward lost in his own thoughts. Three am is nOt the lime for wide-ranging
discussions on every subjecl under the sun which lighten. one's walking at 3 pm. A
lrivial memory of lhose magic mornings that the young climber of today, with his
Vibram-soled bools, will never see is the spark in the darkness struck from the
occasional stone by the lricounis of the man ahead.

Higher up, on the glacier, Slars are fading and thejagged skyline all around begins
to show form wilh a hint of the approaching dawn. The lamp of) upiler is the la I 10 be
extinguished in the Heavens before the pink glow on the tips of the highest peaks
heralds the arrival of the new day. As the rose-pink glow creeps down the highest
snow fields stilllantalisingly far above we still a.dvance deep in the cold blue shadows.
Another of the trivia lhal co III ribule to the expel'ience and the memories of such times
comes to mind; the Slrange squeak, squeak, squeak of the iceaxe point in hard neve,
Anolher of the lreasured moments approaches, Ahead of us, across the steepening
snow lope, is the sharp band of shadow that sepal'ates the blue cold of thc morning
from the welcome warmth of the new day's sun, As w step a ross this boundary and
the warmth of the sun flows into chilledlirnbs, on' is even disposed to overlook on ,'s
wrath at the school pany that kept one awake in the hut the previous night.

The poetry of movement. Th poetry of the dawn. The poetry of companionship.
As one waits upon the iceslope while the leader cuts the way ahead the little flakes of
ice come lumbling down the slope beside one with gathering speed and the linkling,
whispering note lhatthey make is anolher of the evocative memories, each trivial in
il:elf, that contributes to the totality oft~e experience. The rope that runs Out to the
man ahead is a symbol. It is a symbol of the trust that one places in onc's companions:
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47 Dtnl d'Hirtns 01 dawn

you put your life in his hands and he pUIS his in yours. Perhaps it is for this reason that
friendships forged upon the high hills are often more intense and more enduring than
most. In the hills onc learns to know one elf and has lhe opportunity 10 know onc s
companions. Olhing di pia s the lrength andlhe weaknes es ofa man 0 urelyas
the difficulties, the len ion, the dangers-and the relaxations lhat follow these-that
one experiences in this strangely rewarding pastime. Perhaps I am sel1limenlal aboul
such mallers. If so, I am unashamed: it is perhaps an indulgence thal- lhe younger
generation can allow in my generalion that passedlhrough the war years.Jan muts
said:-

.All moral and spirilual values are expressed in terms ofallilude-the mountain is
not merely something externally sublime. It has a greal historic and pirilual
meaning for us; it stands as the ladder of life.'

An importanl pan oflhe whole is the poetry of the weather. The azure skie ofa
brillial1l alpine day. The soft mist and the rain in the Lake. Fighting one' way
acro s Braeriach in aJ anuary blizzard. Lying on the summit of Pen Fa h on aJune
evening listening to the swish of the swallows as they dive across the summit. All the e
arc parI of the tolal experience and at home in the niled Kingdom we are perhaps
more conscious of the changing mood of the weather than anywhere el e in the
world. Cenainly it has been said that the weather in winter in cotland can be WOI' e
than anywhere in the world at equivalel1l latitude.

nd then there is nalure itself. The hill-walker, the climber, enjoy an il1limacy
with nature that for me at least makes a most important cOl1lribulion to lhe meaning
oflhe hills. The birds and lhe Rowers. The walker or Ihe climber muSt be insensitive
indeed if he does nOI recognise in his surroundings lhe wonder, the tolality, the
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18 Caslor and Pol/ux

interdependen e of creation. The magic trill of the curlew nevei- fails to thrill even
though, happily, it is so common on o.ur moorlands. For those who know where (and
f'll not tell you where) there is the breathtaking ight of the LOOp of the peregrine in
the Lakes and the privileged glimpse of the black kite in Wale. Leaving the noi y
ptarmigan in hi highland vast ne S above, and reaching the lower part of the valley,
we choo e the track be ide the burn in the hope that we ma be rewarded with that
flash of yellow that announce a grey wagtail or the scintillating movement ofa white
brea t which indicate a rewarding glimpse of a dipper.

Perhap these random thoughts have conveyed a little of what the mountains mean
to me. Perhap not. Perhaps mountain mean something different to you, but 'ince
we started our perambulation with the promise of the road to the north-west, what
better way to Ilni h than with an ther of Douglas Fraser's poems.

FREEDOM OF TH E HILLS

Mine is the freedom of the tranquil hills
When vagrant breezes bend the sinewy gra' ,

hilst un hine on the wide pread land capes fills
And light as down the fleet cloud-shadows pas.

Mine, till, that freedom when th storm-<:Iouds ra e,
Cracking their whips against defiant crags

nd mists swirl boiling up from inky space
To anish on the instant, torn to rags.

When winter grips the mountains in a vice,
ilently stifling with its pall of snow,

Checking the streams, draping the rocks in ice,
till to their mantled ummit I would go.

un-drenched, I ense the me age they impart;
LOrm-la hed, [ hear it sing through every vein;

Amonl? the nows it whisp rs to my heart
'Here I your freedom. Ta te-and come again.'
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